
About the Role

The Warehouse Assistant is responsible for documenting and controlling the movement of goods in and 
out of the EIZO Ascot Office Headquarters warehouse. 

Your role will be a part of the Product Support department and you will be reporting to the Customer 
Services Manager. 

In the department it will be your role to provide essential support in terms of organisation and logistics. 

Responsibilities 

•Accurately book in deliveries and collections, and update the necessary systems. This is to include the 
repair units and the loan units tracking within the company

•Maintain an accurate record of spare parts ordering, shipping and storing

•To follow the clean-up process at the end of a repair, and ensure that all units that are shipped out are 
thoroughly checked and presented back to the customer in the best possible condition

•Maintain a tidy and clean warehouse

Position Requirements
Competencies

•Doing the Right Thing: Shows continual effort to accomplish tasks. Develops own abilities and helps
others to develop theirs in order to improve service to internal and external customers. Adheres to
organisational rules and procedures and willingly adopts own working practices to support changes.

•Enriching Others: Meets all team deadlines and responsibilities, listens to others and values their
opinions, demonstrates respect to others, helps senior managers to meet goals, welcomes newcomers
and promotes the team atmosphere. Is mindful of the organisation’s corporate social responsibility policy
and its commitment to the Principles of Conduct.

•Acting Honestly: Deals with others in a straightforward and honest manner, is accountable for actions,
maintains confidentiality, supports company values, conveys good news and bad news. Acts as a role
model for EIZO’s ethical and professional standards.

•Taking Responsibility: Managing and taking on the responsibility for all tasks defined in the job
description and delivering them in a timely manner. Drives for results, demonstrates motivation and
personal commitment to achieve results that make a difference to the organisation. Takes responsibility
for own development and seeks to develop new skills.



Desirable Skills:

•Excellent attention to detail
•Able to work to strict deadlines
•Highly organised, meticulous and dependable with the ability to multi-task
•The ability to work as part of a team
•Good organisational and planning skills
•Good verbal and written communication skills

Benefits

A competitive benefits package is offered after six months probation is completed. This includes 25 days 
holiday, pension, healthcare and life insurance.

About EIZO

For more than 50 years, Japanese visual technology company, EIZO, has been developing, innovating, 
and building the ultimate precision and reliability in monitors and visual display solutions. EIZO monitors 
can be found anywhere where excellent image quality is desired or absolutely necessary. They are trusted 
by thousands of organisations within a comprehensive range of business, creative, healthcare, and 
industrial applications.

EIZO Corporation is headquartered in Hakusan, Japan, with R&D and manufacturing facilities in Japan, 
China, Germany, and the United States, and representation in more than 90 countries.

How to apply

Please send a current CV and covering letter to the Customer Services Manager – 
caroline.ambidge@eizo.com

For more info visit: www.eizo.co.uk


